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Abstract
Data placement is critical for the scalability of decentralized
object-based storage systems. The state-of-the-art CRUSH
placement method is a decentralized algorithm that deterministically places object replicas onto storage devices
without relying on a central directory. While enjoying
the benefits of decentralization such as high scalability, robustness, and performance, CRUSH-based storage systems
suffer from uncontrolled data migration when expanding the
clusters, which will cause significant performance degradation when the expansion is nontrivial.
This paper presents M AP X, a novel extension to CRUSH
that uses an extra time-dimension mapping (from object
creation times to cluster expansion times) for controlled
data migration in cluster expansions. Each expansion is
viewed as a new layer of the CRUSH map represented by
a virtual node beneath the CRUSH root. M AP X controls
the mapping from objects onto layers by manipulating the
timestamps of the intermediate placement groups (PGs).
M AP X is applicable to a large variety of object-based storage
scenarios where object timestamps can be maintained as
higher-level metadata. For example, we apply M AP X to
Ceph-RBD by extending the RBD metadata structure to
maintain and retrieve approximate object creation times at
the granularity of expansions layers. Experimental results
show that the M AP X-based migration-free system outperforms the CRUSH-based system (which is busy in migrating
objects after expansions) by up to 4.25× in the tail latency.

1

Introduction

Object-based storage systems have been widely used for various scenarios such as distributed file storage, remote block
storage, small object (e.g., profile pictures) storage, blob
(e.g., large videos) storage, etc. Compared to filesystembased storage, object-based storage simplifies data layout
by exposing an interface for reading and writing objects
via unique object names, and thus reduces management
complexity at the backend.
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Objects are distributed among a large number of object
storage devices (OSDs) possibly with various capacities and
characteristics, making data placement critical for the scalability of object-based systems. Decentralized placement
methods uniformly distribute objects among OSDs without
relying on a central directory, and usually outperform centralized methods because their clients could directly access
objects by calculating (instead of retrieving) the responsible
OSDs. CRUSH [67] is the state-of-the-art placement algorithm that allows structured mapping from objects onto a hierarchical cluster map comprising nodes representing OSDs,
machines, racks, etc. Currently, CRUSH has been widely
adopted in large-scale storage systems (like Ceph [66] and
Ursa [44]) owing to its simplicity and generality.
While enjoying the benefits of decentralization such as
high scalability, robustness, and performance, CRUSHbased storage systems suffer from uncontrolled data migration after expanding the clusters and/or adding more
intermediate placement groups (PGs). Although the migration could re-balance the load of the entire system right
after the expansion, it also causes significant performance
degradation when the expansion is nontrivial (e.g., adding
several racks of storage machines).
In practical deployment of distributed storage systems,
it is preferred to avoid large-scale data migration after
cluster expansions [15], even at the cost of temporary load
imbalance. Ceph [66] is a CRUSH-based object storage
system which mitigates CRUSH’s migration problem via
implementation-level optimizations. It limits the migration
rate to a relatively-low level, performing writes to the old
OSDs if the written object is waiting for migration. However,
all object replicas will be eventually migrated to the target
OSDs calculated by the CRUSH algorithm, making Ceph
experience degraded performance for a long period of time.
In contrast, traditional centralized placement methods
could easily control data migration for cluster expansions.
For example, Haystack [15] and HDFS [9] maintain a central
directory recording object positions, so as to keep existing
objects unaffected during expansions and place only new
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objects onto the newly-added OSDs.
In this paper we present M AP X, a novel extension to
CRUSH that uses an extra dimensional mapping (from object
creation times to cluster expansion times) for controllable
data migration in the expansion of decentralized objectbased storage systems. Each expansion is viewed as a new
layer of the CRUSH map represented by a virtual node
beneath the CRUSH root. M AP X controls the mapping from
objects onto layers by manipulating the timestamps of the
intermediate PGs.
The time-dimension mapping cannot support general object storage where the maintenance overhead of per-object
timestamps might be overwhelming. However, M AP X is
applicable to a large variety of object-based storage scenarios (such as block storage and file storage), where the
object creation timestamps can be maintained as higherlevel storage metadata. We apply M AP X to Ceph-RBD
(Reliable-autonomic-distributed-object-store Block Device)
[3] and CephFS (Ceph File System) [4] with minimum
modifications to the original CRUSH algorithm in Ceph
(Luminous) [5]. For Ceph-RBD, we extend the rbd header
metadata structure to maintain and retrieve approximate
object creation times at the granularity of expansion layers;
while for CephFS, we extend the inode metadata structure to
take the files’ creation times, which could also be maintained
at the granularity of layers, as the creation times of the
files’ objects. More complex applications of M AP X could
be built based on block storage (Ceph-RBD) or file storage
(CephFS). Experimental results show that the M AP X-based
migration-free system outperforms the CRUSH-based system (which is busy in migrating objects after expansions) by
up to 4.25× in the tail latency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background and problem of CRUSH. Section 3 presents the design of M AP X. Section 4 evaluates
the performance of M AP X and compares it with CRUSH.
Section 5 introduces related work. And finally Section 6
concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2
2.1

Background
CRUSH Overview

CRUSH uses a logical cluster map to abstract the storage
cluster’s hierarchical structure. Fig. 1 illustrates a threelevel storage hierarchy, where the entire cluster (root) is
composed of cabinets (representing racks), which are filled
with shelves (representing storage machines) each installing
many OSDs (disks). The internal nodes (root, cabinet, and
shelf) in the hierarchy are referred to as buckets (the types
of which are straw2 throughout this paper as discussed in
detail in Section 5.1). The hierarchy is flexible for extension.
For example, cabinets might be further grouped into “row”
buckets for larger clusters.

2
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Object-Based RBDs
Placement Groups (PGs)

……

Placement Rule
take(root)

……

……

root(32)(36)

Affected weights

select(3, cabinet)
cab1(8)

cab2(8)

cab3(8)

cab4(8)(12)

shf1_1(4)

shf2_1(4)

shf3_1(4)

shf4_1(4)

select(1, shelf)

shf4_3(4)

select(1,osd)

Figure 1: Example of CRUSH placement algorithm. An
RBD is mapped to a PG which is subsequently mapped to a
list of OSDs. The second operation (select(3,cabinet))
realizes three-way replication with three different cabinets.
For simplicity each leaf OSD has the same weight of one.

Each OSD has a weight assigned by the administrator to
control the OSD’s relative amount of stored data, so that the
load of an OSD is on average proportional to its weight. The
weight of an internal bucket is (recursively) calculated as the
sum of the weights of its child items. There are mainly two
steps for CRUSH to place object replicas onto OSDs, which
are briefly introduced below and will be discussed in more
details in Section 5.1.
First, the objects are categorized into PGs by computing
the modulo of the hashing of object names, i.e., pgid =
HASH(name) mod PG NUM. Second, the objects in a PG are
mapped to a list of OSDs following the CRUSH algorithm.
The first step is similar to traditional hashing and in the rest
of this section we will briefly introduce the second step.
The CRUSH algorithm supports flexible constraints for
reliable replica placement by (i) encoding the information
of failure domains (like shared power source or network)
into the cluster map, and (ii) letting the administrator define
the placement rules that specify how replicas are placed by
recursively selecting bucket items.
Fig. 1 demonstrates a typical placement procedure of
CRUSH (for the dark blue PG) beginning at the root, where
the values in the buckets’ parentheses represent the weights.
The first operation (take(root)) of the rule selects the root
of the storage hierarchy and uses it as an input to subsequent
operations. The second operation (select(3,cabinet))
repeatedly computes the following Eq. (1) to choose x = 3
items (cabinets at this level) for three-way replication, from
totally |~i| = 4 items ∈~i beneath the root:
C(pgid,~i, r) = argmax HASH(pgid, r, ID(i)) ×W (i), (1)
i∈~i

where pgid is the ID of the input PG, r = 1, 2, · · · is a parameter for the argmax computation, HASH is a three-input
hash function, and ID(i) and W (i) are the ID and weight of
an item i ∈ ~i, respectively. To choose x distinct items, it is
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Figure 2: Data migration of two simulated CRUSH clusters
during expansions.
possible to perform Eq. (1) more than x times because the
output of Eq. (1) may have already been chosen in previous
computation or the chosen item may be failed/overloaded.
Similarly, the subsequent operations (select(1,shelf)
and select(1,osd)) follow Eq. (1) to choose x = 1 shelf
and OSD beneath each of the three cabinets. The final result
of the placement rule is the three darkblue OSDs in Fig. 1.

2.2

The Main Drawback of CRUSH

CRUSH achieves statistical load balancing without a central
directory, and could automatically re-balance the load when
the storage cluster map changes. On the downside, however,
it also causes uncontrollable data migration in cluster expansions. For instance, adding a new shelf (shf4 3 ) with 4 OSDs
beneath a cabinet (cab4 ) in Fig. 1 will affect the weights
(labeled in the second red parentheses) of all items along the
path from the newly-added shelf up to the root, and thus will
lead to data movement not only from other shelves in cab4 to
the newly-added shf4 3 but also from other cabinets to cab4 .
The amount of data migration can be as high as h ∆w
W if ∆w is
small relative to W [67], where h is the number of levels in
the hierarchy, and ∆w and W are the increased weight of the
expansion and the total weight of all OSDs, respectively.
To demonstrate the severity of the problem, we measure
the amount of data movement in two simulated CRUSHbased three-level Ceph clusters, which adopt three-way replication taking a rack as a failure domain. One rack consists
of 8 hosts each containing 10 OSDs. The first small cluster
has a total of 3 racks, 24 hosts, and 240 OSDs, and stores
24,000 PGs; while the second large cluster has 125 racks,
1000 hosts, and 10,000 OSDs, and stores 1,000,000 PGs.
We respectively add one OSD, one machine, and one rack to
the two clusters. The result (Fig. 2) shows that the migration
is significant when the expansion is nontrivial, e.g., almost
60% of the PGs will be affected when adding one rack to
the small cluster, which will inevitably cause performance
degradation during the entire migration period.
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Figure 3: M AP X records each expansion as a layer. M AP X
implicitly adds a select operation (select(1,layer)) to
the placement rule.

3

M AP X Design

Compared to moderate load imbalance, large-scale data
migration often has much more negative impact on I/O
performance in the expansion of distributed storage systems.
The CRUSH placement algorithm suffers from data migration after each cluster expansion because it “crushes” the
differences between the new and the old objects/OSDs. To
address this problem, M AP X extends the original CRUSH
algorithm with an extra time-dimension mapping.

3.1

Migration-Free Expansion

Storage systems usually prefer to avoid data migration after
cluster expansion even at the cost of temporary load imbalance. For instance, Haystack and HDFS leverage a central
directory to keep existing objects unaffected during cluster
expansions. As new objects are stored onto the new OSDs,
the available capacity of them decreases over time and thus
eventually the entire system will achieve approximate load
balancing. Data migration can be performed (with metadata
modification) at any time as needed.
Inspired by the centralized placement methods, our goal is
to achieve controlled data migration for cluster expansions.
To achieve this, we design M AP X on top of CRUSH by
introducing an extra time-dimension mapping to distinguish
the new and the old objects/OSDs, while still preserving the
benefits of randomness and uniformness of CRUSH.
Fig. 3(a) depicts an example of two expansions to the
original cluster which consists of n cabinets each having
two shelves. The first expansion adds a shelf (represented
by a red rectangle) to each of the n cabinets and the second
expansion adds m cabinets (represented by blue rectangles).
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Algorithm 1 Extended select Procedure of M AP X
1: procedure SELECT(number, type)
2:
if type 6=“layer” then
3:
return C RUSH S ELECT(number, type)
4:
end if
5:
layers ← layers beneath currently-processing bucket
. each layer represents an expansion
6:
num layers ← number of layers in layers
7:
pg ← current Placement Group
8:
~o ← Φ
. output list
9:
for (i = num layers − 1; i ≥ 0; i − −) do
10:
layer ← layers[i]
11:
if layer.timestamp ≤ pg.timestamp then
12:
if layer was chosen by previous select then
13:
continue
14:
end if
15:
~o ← ~o + {layer}
16:
number ← number − 1
17:
if number == 0 then
18:
break
19:
end if
20:
end if
21:
end for
22:
return ~o
23: end procedure

Unlike CRUSH which monolithically updates the cluster
map, M AP X views each expansion, as well as the original
cluster, as a separate layer which contains not only the new
leaf OSDs but also all the internal buckets (shelves, cabinets,
etc.) from the leaf OSDs up to the root.
To support the time-dimension mapping with minimum
modifications to CRUSH, we insert a virtual level beneath
the common CRUSH root (Fig. 3(b)), where each virtual
node represents a layer of expansion. The virtual level enables M AP X to realize migration-free expansion by mapping
new objects to the new layer before further processing of the
CRUSH algorithm. Since the new layer will not affect the
weights of the old ones, the placement of old objects within
old layers will not change.
Mapping objects to PGs. In each expansion, the new layer
is assigned with a certain number of newly-created PGs each
having a timestamp (t pgs ) equal to the layer’s expansion
time (tl ). When writing/reading an object O (with creation
timestamp to ), we first compute the ID (pgid) of O’s PG by
pgid = Hash(name) mod INIT PG NUM[ j]

PGs might be remapped to other layers for, e.g., load
rebalancing (Section 3.2), INIT PG NUM is a layer’s constant
and thus the mapping from objects to PGs is immutable.
Consequently, each object is mapped to a responsible PG
during creation, which has the latest timestamp t pgs ≤ to
among all PGs. For instance, suppose that the three RBD1 ,
RBD2 , and RBD3 in Fig. 3(b) are created respectively after
the expansions of layer0 , layer1 , and layer2 . The objects
of RBD1 , RBD2 , and RBD3 will use the three layers’
INIT PG NUM to calculate their PGs respectively within
layer0 , layer1 , and layer2 .
Mapping PGs to OSDs. Similar to CRUSH, M AP X maps a
PG onto a list of OSDs following a sequence of operations in
a user-defined placement rule. As shown in Fig. 3(b), M AP X
implicitly adds a select operation (select(1,layer)) to
the placement rule, so as to realize the time-dimension
mapping from PGs to layers without disturbing the administrators. Internally, M AP X extends CRUSH’s original select
operation to support the layer-type select(), as shown in
Algorithm 1. If type is not “layer”, then the processing is
the same as the original CRUSH (Lines 2 ∼ 4). Otherwise,
we initialize an array of layers which stores all layers
beneath the currently-processing bucket (usually the root) in
an ascending order of the layers’ timestamps (Line 5). We
also initialize num layers (the number of layers), pg (the
placement group), and~o (the output list) at Lines 6 ∼ 8. Then
the loop (Lines 9 ∼ 21) adds number layers in the array of
layers to the output list ~o. In most cases number = 1 so
that the PG could be mapped to OSDs in one layer, but it is
also possible to specify a larger number for, e.g., mirroring
between two layers of expansions.
Note that the replicas of an object are not necessarily
all placed on the newest layer. For example, suppose
that the last expansion (layer2 ) adds only two cabinets in
Fig. 3(a) (i.e., m = 2) but the second select() function
(Select(3, cabinet)) requires three cabinets. This will
cause the first select() function (select(1, layer)) to be
invoked twice to satisfy the rules following the backtracking
mechanism of CRUSH: when a select() function cannot
select enough items beneath a “layer” bucket, M AP X will
retain (rather than abandon) the selected items and backtrack
to the root to select the lacking items beneath a previous
layer. Lines 12 ∼ 14 check whether layer has been chosen
by previous select() and if so we continue to the next loop,
so as to avoid duplicate layer selection when performing
backtracking. The double check ensures Algorithm 1 to
correctly handle this situation, respectively returning layer2
and layer1 for the first and second select() functions.

j−1

+ ∑ INIT PG NUM[i],

(2)

i=0

where name is the object name, INIT PG NUM[i] is the
initial number of PGs of the ith layer, and the jth layer has the
latest timestamp tl ≤ to among all layers. Note that although

4
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3.2

Migration Control

The M AP X-based migration-free placement algorithm provides (statistical) load balancing within each layer, owing
to the randomness and uniformness of the original CRUSH
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algorithm, and achieves approximate load balancing among
different layers by timely expanding the cluster when the
load of the current layer increases to the same level as
previous layers.
However, the load of a layer might change because of,
e.g., removals of objects, failures of OSDs, or unpredictable
workload changes. In Fig. 3, for example, it is possible that
the cluster performs the second expansion (layer2 ) when the
load of the first expansion (layer1 ) is as high as that of the
original cluster (layer0 ), but afterwards a large number of
objects of layer1 are removed and consequently the loads of
the first two layers may get imbalanced.
To address the potential load imbalance problem, we
design three flexible strategies for dynamically managing the
load in M AP X, namely, placement group remapping, cluster
shrinking, and layer merging.
PG remapping. M AP X supports to control object data
migration by dynamically remapping the PGs. Each PG
has two timestamps, namely, a static timestamp (t pgs ) that
is equal to the expansion time of the PG’s initial layer, and
a dynamic timestamp (t pgd ) that could be set to any layer’s
expansion time. Different from the mapping from objects to
PGs which uses static timestamps (Section 3.1), the mapping
from PGs to layers is performed by comparing the PGs’
dynamic timestamps to the layers’ timestamps (Line 11 in
Algorithm 1). Consequently, a PG can be easily remapped
to any layer by manipulating the dynamic timestamp (as
illustrated in Fig. 3(b)), which will be notified to all OSDs
and clients via incremental map updates. The storage
overhead for PGs’ timestamps is moderate. For example, if
we use a one-byte index for each PG timestamp (pointing
to the corresponding layer’s timestamp) which supports a
maximum of 28 = 256 layers), and suppose that one machine
has 20 OSDs each responsible for 200 PGs, then the memory
overhead of timestamps for a 1000-machine cluster is 1000×
20 × 200 × 2 × 1B = 8MB.
Cluster shrinking. When the load of a layer becomes lower
than a threshold, M AP X shrinks the cluster by removing the
layer’s devices (such as OSDs, machines, and racks) from
the cluster, as an inverse operation of cluster expansions.
Given a layer Ω to be removed from the cluster, we first
assign all PGs in Ω to the remaining layers according to their
aggregated weights (for simplicity the reassignment does not
consider the actual loads of the layers), and then migrate the
PGs to the target layers through remapping (as discussed
above). After shrinking the layer Ω is logically preserved
(with no physical devices or PGs) and its INIT PG NUM will
not change, so as not to affect the mapping from objects to
PGs (following Eq. (2)).
Layer merging. M AP X balances the loads of two layers (Ω
and Ω0 ) via layer merging, which could be easily realized by
setting the expansion time of one layer (Ω0 ) to be the same
as that of the other (Ω).
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3.3

Implementing M AP X in Ceph

We have implemented the M AP X structure in Ceph by
augmenting the original CRUSH algorithm with an extra
time-dimension mapping. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the internal
buckets (like shelves, cabinets, and rows, but not leaf OSDs)
may belong to multiple layers. Therefore, we assign an
internal device in a particular layer (i.e., beneath a particular
virtual node) with a virtual device ID by concatenating the
physical device ID and the layer’s timestamp. We use
the weight fields of the virtual nodes to record the layers’
timestamps, which will be compared with the PGs’ dynamic
timestamps for layer selection.
M AP X is not suitable for general object stores, mainly
because it is nontrivial to maintain and retrieve the timestamps of arbitrary objects. The overhead of per-object
timestamp maintenance is similar to that of the maintenance
of a central directory, and thus should be avoided in decentralized placement methods like CRUSH and M AP X.
However, M AP X is applicable to a large variety of objectbased storage systems such as block storage (Ceph-RBD [3])
and file storage (Ceph-FS [4]), where the object timestamps
can be maintained as higher-level metadata.
Ceph-RBD. We have implemented the metadata-based timestamp retrieval mechanism for Ceph-RBD (RADOS Block
Device). Ceph stores the metadata (such as the prefix of
data object names, and the information of volume, snapshot,
striping, etc.) of an RBD in its rbd header structure,
which will be retrieved when a client mounts the RBD via
rbd open. Since an object of an RBD can be created after
any expansions, we inherit the timestamp of the current layer
(when an object is created) as the object’s timestamp. Therefore, we add a per-object index (named ob ject timestamp)
to the rbd header structure which points to each layer’s
expansion time. The storage overhead for the extra metadata
is moderate. For example, if we use one byte for the
per-object index and each object is 4MB, then the storage
overhead of the ob ject timestamp array for a 4TB RBD is at
4TB
× 1B = 1MB.
most 4MB
CephFS. We have also (partially) implemented the timestamp retrieval mechanism for CephFS (Ceph Filesystem).
Ceph stores the file metadata (including file creation times)
in the inode structure. A client reads inode when opening a
file and gets the file creation time. Currently we let all the
objects of a file inherit the file’s timestamp, so that we could
control the time-dimension mapping at the granularity of
files. We also plan to support finer-grained object timestamp
maintenance. If the size of a file exceeds a threshold T
(e.g., T = 100 MB), we could divide it into subfiles each
smaller than 100 MB. The file’s metadata maintains both
the mapping from the file to its sub-files and the creation
timestamp of each subfile, so that we could control the timedimension mapping at the granularity of subfiles.
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Figure 4: 99th percentile I/O latency of M AP X and CRUSH
(during cluster expansions).

4

Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of the M AP Xbased Ceph and compare it with that of the original CRUSHbased Ceph. Our testbed consists of four machines, of which
three machines run the Ceph OSD storage servers and the
other machine runs the client. Each machine has dual 20core Xeon E5-2630 2.20GHz CPU, 128GB RAM, and one
10GbE NIC, running CentOS 7.0. Each storage machine,
installs four 5.5TB HDDs, and runs Ceph 12.2 (Luminous)
with the BlueStore backend. In all experiments every storage
machine is viewed as a failure domain. The Ceph monitor is
co-located with one of the storage servers. The client runs
the fio benchmark.

4.1

I/O Performance during Expansions

We compare the I/O performance of M AP X and CRUSH
during expansions, respectively being used as the object
placement methods for Ceph.
We use the default values of all parameters of Ceph
except OSD max back f ills. As discussed in Section 1,
Ceph mitigates the migration problem of CRUSH via
implementation-level optimizations. It uses the parameter
OSD max back f ills ≥ 1 to trade off between the severity
and duration of performance degradation caused by data
migration.
By default Ceph sets the parameter OSD max back f ills =
1, which makes migration have the lowest priority so
that objects in PGs could be migrated with an extremelylow speed. Although partially mitigating the degradation
problem, setting OSD max back f ills = 1 will significantly
extend the migration period and largely increase the write
load before the migration completes: writes to a PG waiting
for migration will first be performed to the origin OSD
and then be asynchronously migrated to the target OSD.
Clearly, this makes Ceph experience less severe performance
degradation but for a longer period of time. We set

6
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Figure 5: IOPS of M AP X and CRUSH (during cluster
expansions).

OSD max back f ills = 10, which is more reasonable in this
experiment so that migration could get a higher priority to
demonstrate the algorithm-level difference between M AP X
and CRUSH. We will discuss more on the impact of migration priority in Section 5.2.
The initial Ceph cluster has three storage machines each
of which has two OSDs. We create 128 PGs, and the
three-way replication results in (on average) 128 × 3 ÷ 3 ÷
2 = 64 PGs for which each OSD will be responsible. We
create 40 RBD images (each with 20GB data) in the initial
cluster. We expand the storage cluster by respectively adding
one and two OSDs to each machine in the cluster. We
evaluate the performance (including I/O latency and IOPS)
of Ceph running the migration-free M AP X, and compare it
with the performance of Ceph running the original CRUSH
algorithm. The I/O size is 4KB. The iodepth is 1 and 128 in
the latency and IOPS tests, respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the evaluation result for the 99th percentile
tail latencies. Note that cloud storage scenarios usually care
about the (99th , 99.9th , or 99.99th percentile) tail latency
rather than the mean or median latency, so as to guarantee
SLA. M AP X outperforms CRUSH by up to 4.25×, mainly
because the migration in CRUSH severely contends with
the normal I/O requests. In this experiment, M AP X always
uses six OSDs of the initial cluster to serve I/O requests
because it does not migrate existing RBDs to the new
OSDs. In contrast, CRUSH respectively uses six, nine,
and twelve OSDs, but the CRUSH-induced data migration
severely degrades the performance, which is unacceptable
for latency-sensitive applications.
Fig 5 shows the evaluation result for IOPS respectively in
M AP X and CRUSH. Each result is the mean of 20 runs, and
we omit the error bars because the variances to the mean are
relatively small (less than 5%). Similar to the latency test,
M AP X significantly outperforms CRUSH by up to 74.3%
in the IOPS test, because CRUSH’s data migration contends
with the normal I/O requests.
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4.2

Computational Overhead

We compare the computation times of M AP X and CRUSH
by simulating a Ceph cluster of different numbers of OSDs
(varying from 600 to 19,200). The result (Fig 6) shows
that both M AP X and CRUSH can map an object to an OSD
in tens of microseconds. The small extra times of M AP X
compared to CRUSH come from the computation of the
time-dimension mapping beneath the root.

4.3

I/O Performance during Shrinking

We evaluate the I/O performance of M AP X (used as the
object placement methods for Ceph) in shrinking. The Ceph
cluster has three storage machines each initially having three
OSDs, and we expand the cluster by adding one OSD to
each of the three machines using the same configurations as
that in Section 4.1. We then remove the newly-added layer
(i.e., removing one OSD from each of the three machines),
following the shrinking method (introduced in Section 3.2).
We control the migration speed by setting the number of
concurrently migrated PGs to eight.
Fig. 7 depicts the 99th percentile I/O latency of M AP X
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during cluster shrinking. For reference, Fig. 7 also shows the
99th percentile latency of CRUSH in shrinking by removing
one OSD from each of the three machines. Ceph shrinks
the cluster by directly modifying the cluster map. Note that
the result does not necessarily mean that M AP X has lower
latency than CRUSH in shrinking, because they adopt different throttling mechanisms. However, M AP X outperforms
CRUSH during cluster shrinking in that M AP X requires less
migration than CRUSH. For instance, removing an OSD in
CRUSH will lower the entire subtree’s weight and thus may
result in unnecessary data migration. In contrast, M AP X
never causes migration between preserved OSDs because
shrinking occurs at the granularity of layers. We omit the
result for IOPS during shrinking due to lack of space, which
has similar trends with that for I/O latency.

4.4

Layer Merging

We use CrushTool [6] to emulate layer merging in M AP X.
We adopt three-way replication where each object has three
replicas stored on three OSDs. Initially the storage cluster
consists of 5 racks each having 20 machines. One machine
has 20 OSDs. There are totally 100 machines and 2000
OSDs, storing 200,000 PGs. We expand the cluster four
times. In each expansion, we add a new layer of one rack
(of 20 machines and 400 OSDs), and add 40,000 new PGs
to the new layer. Clearly, M AP X maps all the new PGs onto
the newly-added OSDs and thus no migration happens. After
the four expansions, there are totally 9 racks, 180 machines,
and 3600 OSDs, storing 360,000 PGs. We then merge the 40
machines of the first and second expansions (as introduced
in Section 3.2), and measure how many PGs are affected by
the merging in M AP X.
The result is depicted in Fig. 8, where layer merging
in M AP X affects 70,910 PGs among all the 80,000 PGs
of the two merged layers. The relatively high ratio of
affected PGs in layer merging of M AP X is decided by the
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nature of CRUSH. For reference, we also emulate the four
expansions in CRUSH, where we let the cluster initially have
360,000 PGs and do not add new PGs during expansions,
because otherwise CRUSH will change the mapping from
objects to PGs causing many more PGs to be migrated.
Fig. 8 also shows how many PGs are affected by each
expansion in CRUSH. For instance, almost 90% of all the
PGs are affected in the fourth expansion when the number of
machines increases from 160 to 180.

5
5.1

Related Work
CRUSH in Ceph

Ceph [66] is a widely-used object-based storage system
supporting block storage [3], file storage [4], and simple
object storage [8] (like S3 [1]). To deterministically and
uniformly maps data objects onto OSDs without relying
on a central directory, Ceph applies CRUSH by taking the
following two steps.
In the first step, Ceph computes the placement groups
(PGs) of the objects. The actual computation of PGs is
slightly more complicated than simple hashing and modulo
(discussed in Section 2.1) when the PG number (PG NUM)
is not a power of two: it computes the pgids with doublemodulo by using two values of 2nth power near PG NUM, so
as to minimize pgid changes when changing the numbers
of PGs. For instance, consider two objects A and B with
HASH(A) = 25 and HASH(B) = 29. Suppose that at first
the PG has PG NUM1 = 8, which results in pgidA = 1 and
pgidB = 5. Then, suppose that we increase the PG number
to PG NUM2 = 12. Since 23 < 12 < 24 , Ceph first computes
the modulo for A and B using 24 = 16, and respectively gets
pgidA = 9 and pgidB = 13. For pgidA < PG NUM2 , Ceph will
take pgidA = 9 as the final pgid of A. In contrast, for pgidB >
PG NUM2 , Ceph will compute the modulo again using 23 = 8
and get pgidB = 5 as the final pgid of B. Clearly, the doublemodulo mechanism makes the pgids not to change when the
first modulo is between PG NUM2 = 12 and 24 = 16.
In the second step, Ceph maps pgids onto OSDs in the
storage cluster, where the hierarchy is composed of OSDs
and buckets. Buckets can contain any number of OSDs
or other buckets. OSDs are always at the leaves and are
assigned weights by the administrator to control the relative
amount of data they are responsible for. Bucket weights are
the sum of the weights of its items. Currently CRUSH has
five types (uniform, list, tree, straw, and straw2) of buckets,
and different bucket types use different formulas to choose
a given number of items beneath the bucket. The straw2
buckets are the most popular because they have the smallest
migration overhead when changing the cluster map or the
number of PGs. By default all buckets in Ceph have the
straw2 type.
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5.2

Load Balancing & Migration Overhead

Ceph developers have realized the performance degradation
problem due to expansion-caused migration. They alleviate
this problem through implementation-level optimizations by
lowering the priority of migration tasks to avoid bursty
migration after the expansion [7]. However, the PGs calculated by CRUSH have to be eventually migrated. Further,
the conservative migration settings significantly extend the
migration period during which a large fraction of PGs are
waiting for migration. This complicates their write procedure (first being written to the origin OSDs and then to the
target OSDs), unnecessarily increasing the load.
In contrast, M AP X provides administrators with the ability to control the migration at the algorithm level: the
migration may never happen if (as in most cases) there is
not severe imbalance between the loads of different layers.
Further, sometimes CRUSH needs to increase the number of
PGs, for example to reduce the per-OSD load, which causes
a large fraction of objects to be migrated even using the
double-modulo method (Section 5.1), while M AP X could
smoothly add PGs during expansions without migration.
Focusing on OSD failure caused data migration, Ref. [36]
proposes to use cluster device flags to selectively label failed
OSDs for reducing data transfer. However, it is not clear how
to use the flags to address/alleviate the migration problem
when expanding the storage clusters.
Consistent distributed hash tables (DHTs) [63, 57, 74,
59, 60, 38, 73] are widely used for decentralized overlay
storage. Early DHTs require multi-hop routing to locate the
data and thus are not suitable for distributed object storage.
For example, Chord [63] uses hashing to map both the IDs
of storage nodes and the keys of data onto a ring. A node
is responsible for a key if it is the nearest node after the key
on the ring. Each node only has routing information about
a subset of nodes on the ring, and it takes O(log N) time
to locate a key in an N-node Chord network. Later DHT
networks (like OneHop [18]) support direct key locating
by maintaining all routing information on each node in
the system, and have been adopted in some decentralized
object stores including Amazon Dynamo [28], S3 [1], and
OpenStack Swift [11].
Compared to CRUSH, most DHTs cannot express the
storage hierarchy including OSDs, machines, racks, etc.
DHT-based storage systems have to use additional mechanisms to model the hierarchy (e.g., Cassandra [41] and
CubeX [71] respectively adopt virtual nodes and multi-level
cubic ring [70], and hierarchy-aware DHTs[33, 51, 29, 39,
69] adopt hierarchical routing tables), which are inflexible
compared to CRUSH. Further, load assignment in DHTs is
decided by the positions of the nodes and keys on the ring,
and thus adding a new node will only make a portion of
the load of its successor move to it, which inevitably causes
imbalance (although introducing less migration).
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5.3

Storage Systems

Decentralized Object storage systems. In recent years,
decentralized object storage has been widely used in various
scenarios. For example, Twitter uses virtual buckets to store
its photos [2], LinkedIn designs Ambry [54] which adopts
logical grouping and asynchronous replication to realize
geo-distributed object storage [61], and Facebook designs
F4 [52] which adopts erasure coding [45] to reduce replication factors for its warm objects. Key-value (KV) storage
systems [10, 20, 28, 40, 47] could be viewed as generalized
object stores that provide an interface for reading, writing,
deleting and modifying the values associated with keys.
Unlike general object stores, their values are often relatively
small.
Centralized Object storage systems. Some object stores
adopt a centralized metadata directory to simplify data
placement. Haystack [15] is a centralized object store
for Facebook’s large amounts of small objects like photos,
audio/video pieces, H5 files, etc. Haystack places object data
(packed into needles) in large files stored in data servers,
and stores object positions (i.e., on which machines) in
a central directory. Similar to Haystack, Lustre [16] and
HDFS [9] leverage a central directory to maintain object
positions which helps keep existing objects unaffected during cluster expansions. The central directory based placement methods are inefficient in scalability and robustness.
Further, the multi-phase I/O of metadata and data leads to
poor performance and complicates consistency issues [23,
22, 55, 34] and thus cannot satisfy the requirement of the
emerging OLDI (online data-intensive) applications [25, 68].
Compared to the centralized placement methods, M AP X
preserves the benefits of decentralized CRUSH placement algorithm while providing flexible control over data migration
in expanding the storage clusters.
Block storage systems. Large-scale block storage systems [65, 49, 42, 35] adopt distributed protocols [12, 17]
to provide block interface to remote clients. For example,
Ursa [44] designs a hybrid block store for optimizing SSDbased storage [46, 14, 27, 26, 13]. Salus [64] provide
virtual disk service based on HBase [31]. Blizzard [50]
realizes high-performance parallel I/O based on FDS [53].
PARI X [45, 72] performs speculative partial writes to alleviate the inability of erasure coding (EC) [19, 62, 37] and
efficiently support random small writes.
File systems. Distributed file systems spread the data of a
file across many storage servers [22, 24, 30, 32, 35, 43, 48,
58]. For instance, GFS [30] is a large-scale fault-tolerant file
system for data-intensive cloud applications. Zebra [32] uses
striping on RAID [21] and logs for high disk parallelism.
BPFS [24] focuses on persistent memory hardware and uses
epoch barrier to provide an in-memory file system with
ordering guarantees. OptFS [22] improves the journaling file
system [56] by decoupling durability from ordering.
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Conclusion

The contention between decentralized and centralized data
placement methods has been long lived in the design
of large-scale object storage systems. The decentralized
CRUSH method achieves high scalability, robustness, and
performance, but suffers from uncontrollable data migration in cluster expansions. This paper presents M AP X, a
novel extension to CRUSH that embraces the best of both
decentralized and centralized methods. M AP X controls data
migration by introducing an extra time-dimension mapping
from object creation times to cluster expansion times, while
still preserving the randomness and uniformness of CRUSH.
We have applied M AP X to Ceph-RBD and CephFS, respectively by extending the rbd header and inode metadata
structures. In our future work, we will study how to reduce
the maintenance overhead of object timestamps, so as to
apply M AP X to a broader range of object-based storage
scenarios.
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